
PARIS 

A Wander Until Found Travel Guide 

 

Paris … The City of Lights, The City of Love … whatever you 

want to call it, it’s been a favorite of mine for a long, long time.  

I love everything about this city.  Yes, there is more debris in the 

streets and they have erected a lucite wall around the Eiffel 

Tower to protect her but, it is still Paris.  And, we all know, there 

is NEVER a bad time to visit Paris! 



 

ARRIVAL 

If arriving by plane from North America, you will land at the 

main airport – Roissy or Charles De Gaulle (CDG for our travel 

geek pals) – which is about 45-60 minutes from the main part of 

the city.  Intra-Europe flights may also arrive at Orly Airport (of 

Charles Lingbergh fame) which is a bit closer.  You can get into 

the city via public transportation – trains run regularly between 

CDG and Gare du Nord and take about 35-40 minutes, Orly 

trains to Central Paris take about 50-60 Euro from CDG and 35-

40 from Orly.  There are many private car services that will do 

“meet and greet” for you as well.  Our favorite is Paris Private 

Transfer Cabs: https://www.parisprivatetransfercabs.com/ 



If you are arriving by train (a romantic and fun adventure), your 

station will depend upon your departure city.  For example, if 

coming from London by EuroStar (highly recommend doing 

this at least once for the experience) or from Amsterdam or 

Brussels, you will arrive at Gare du Nord.  Arriving from 

Geneva, you will come into Gare de Lyon.  Taxis are readily 

available to your hotel.  You can also arrange a private car.  

Again, get a recommendation (like ours above) or work through 

your hotel.   

NAVIGATING IN THE CITY 

Paris is divided into “sections” called “arrondissements”.  These 

are numbered from 1 to 20 and begin at the North side (Right 

Bank) of the Seine River and run clockwise in a concentric circle.  

The majority of the popular tourist spots are in the first 8 

arrondissements.  Here are some of the more well-known spots 

in the first 8 arrondissements: 

1st – Louvre, Tuileries Garden, Place de la Concorde 

2nd – Covered Shopping Arcades full of tiny shops and 

restaurants 

3rd – Picasso Museum 

4th – Notre Dame, Le Marais District, Ile de la Cite, Ile Saint 

Louis 

5th – Latin Quarter 

6th – St. Germain de Pres 



7th – Eiffel Tower, Musee d’Orsay (one of my faves) 

8th – Champs Elysees, Arc de Triomphe 

 

The Metro system is made up of subways, trains and buses.  The 

subway system is fairly easy to navigate and a five-day pass for 

Central Paris can be purchased for under 40 euros for adults and 

20 for children.  Taxis can be pricey – be aware that some of the 

smaller cabs hold only 3 adults.  Tuk-Tuks can be found around 

most of the tourist areas – negotiate before you climb in!  Uber 

is also available.  The best mode of transportation for really 

seeing the City is walking.   



HOTELS 

Paris hotels come in all shapes, sizes and prices.  The higher-end 

luxury hotels can run in excess of 1000 euros per night.  Pick a 

hotel in the arrondissement where you want to wander (we are 

BIG on this in Paris).  Begin your search at Classic Travel – 

https://www.classictravel.com/ - look at Virtuoso Hotels.  

Secret Escapes – https://www.secretescapes.com/ - they run 

regular sales and promotions on 3 to 5 star hotels.  Hotels.com is 

also a great kick-off point.  Here are a few of our favorites: 

Four Seasons George V – located in the trendy 8th 

Arrondissement blocks from the Champs Elysee.  A stunning 

lobby with amazing floral arrangements.  And yes, a price tag to 

match.  Book with Classic Travel and score the best rate AND 

breakfast! 

Prince de Galles Paris – Nextdoor to the George V.  Book 

through Classic Travel … less expensive than George V. 

Park Hyatt Paris – Vendome – In the 1st Arrondissement 

across from The Ritz.  About the same cost as Prince des Galles. 

Hotel Montalambert – 7th Arrondissement.  A personal 

favorite.  Small and elegantly appointed located in a quiet 

neighborhood.  Book here: https://www.hotelmontalembert-

paris.com/ .  Priced right below Park Hyatt and Prince de 

Galles.  Be aware their “standard” rooms are a bit small. 



Hilton Paris – 7th Arrondissement.  Comfortable room with 

some spectacular views and very reasonable.  As for a room with 

a view of the Eiffel Tower: www.hilton.com. 

OOOHHH – LA-LA … FOR OUR FOODIE 

FRIENDS 

In Hemingway’s words Paris is “a moveable feast”.  Paris has 

more thabn 140 Michelin-starred restaurants (second only to 

Tokyo’s 340 food spots).  While you can find both great high-

end and reasonably-priced restaurants, you can also find some 

“unfortunate” spots as well.  Beware of the places touting 

“tourist specials” – for the most part the locals avoid eating 

there altogether and so should you.   

Our routine is to wander until we find someplace that looks 

interesting.  We will check the menu and watch the clientele.  If 

it has a cute patio….I’m in!  We have rarely had a bad meal using 

this simple (it’s just our little way of interviewing spots).  You 

can also ask the concierge.  Tell them exactly what you are 

looking for and ask for their favorite. Want to try one of the 

Michelin-starred spots? Consider trying it for lunch rather than 

dinner.  One of the nicest lunches we have had was at a small 

café, sitting outside with some foie gras (I know….fabulous, 

pure French fat, right?) and ice cold Champagne. 



 

Some restaurants we’ve tried: 

Joel Robuchon – next door to Hotel Montalembert.  The food 

was beautiful but the experience just ruined by the ongoing 

rudeness of the front staff.  Our waitstaff was incredible. 

Reservations are a must and be can coordinated at: 

https://www.atelier-robuchon-saint-germain.com/?lang=en. 

Restaurant Jules Verne – Located on the 2nd level of the Eiffel 

Tower accessed by a private elevator.  We have dined here 

multiple times, always for lunch.   Recently renovated. Request a 

window seating.  Reservations can be made at: 

https://www.restaurants-toureiffel.com/en/jules-verne-

restaurant.html/.  They will require your credit card at the time 



of booking – there is a very strict 48 hour cancellation policy.  

NO exceptions.  

Restaurant Les Ombres – Rooftop of the Quai Branly 

Museum in the 7th Arrondissement.  Breath-taking Eiffel Tower 

view at night.  Swoon…..Request a terrace table.  

https://www.lesombres-restaurant.com/ 

THINGS TO DO IN PARIS 

Visiting the major tourist spots is a must.  Especially if this is a 

first-time visit to Paris.  My feeling is that the “must see” 

category consists of Eiffel Tower, The Louvre, Sacre Coeur, 

Muse d’ Orsay and Notre Dame.  All of these wonders are 

within walking distance of most hotels with Sacre Couer being 

just a bit farther out. While walking you can enjoy the gardens 

and small parks that line many Paris streets as well as the 

“standard” sidewalk café.  Understand that these spots will be 

crowded and you may have waits especially at the Eiffel Tower 

and Louvre.  Notre Dame has been closed since the fire  but, it 

recently celebrated its first public Mass!   Check with your 

concierge for the latest updates on public access. 

Some of our favorite Paris spots: 

Rodin Museum – 7th Arrondissement.  Less crowded than 

some of the other museums.  Lovely garden that contains 

Rodin’s “The Thinker” piece. 

Picasso Museum – 3rd Arrondissement.  Contains everything 

Pablo with a spattering of his contemporaries works. 



Les Invalides – 7th Arrondissement.  Behind the Eiffel Tower 

when walking away from the River Seine. 

Seine River – Walk along the Quai on the Left Bank from the 

5th to 7th Arrondissements.  It’s lined with small stalls selling 

books…and, they have a beach! 

The Marais – 4th Arrondissement.  This is a favorite place to 

walk!  So many charming little stores to poke your head into and 

explore.  It’s also filled with small cafes and bistros. 

Isle de la Cite and Isle St. Louis – 4th Arrondissement.  These 

are the 2 islands in the river where the city was first established.  

Charming cobblestone streets. 

Monmarte – 18th Arrondissement. This is the area surrounding 

Sacre Coeur.  Another great place to wander.  Look for the 

“Wall of Love” in the Jehan Rictus garden square. 



Some different and super fun things you may want to consider: 

Vintage Motorcycle Tour – Truly unique way to tour the city.  

Your driver is your guide and there is room for 2 people, one on 

the back of the bike and one in the side car.  Prices start at 90 

Euro for 2 people.  More information can be found here: 

https://www.retro-tour.com/en/ 

Seine River Cruise – Slow and easy way to get an overview of 

the city.  This can be done on a large boat or via a private boat 



tour.  You can find private tour information here: 

http://myparisriver.com/en/ 

The Catacombs – A unique perspective … an underground 

Paris tour.  The Catacombs were built in old underground 

quarries.  Find them in the 14th Arrondissment.  Be aware that 

there are many steps down and seemingly…many more getting 

back up!  Information here: http://catacombes.paris.fr/en. 

Paris Sewers – Scary, right?  Look at the underbelly of Paris in 

the footsteps of Jean Val Jean.  Tours begin at the Paris Sewer 

Museum near the Pont L’Alma in the 7th Arrondissement.  Note 

that the Museum is currently closed for renovations and is 

scheduled to reopen in early 2020. 

Museum Pass – A great deal for museum enthusiasts.  It 

includes The Louvre, Musee d’Orsay, Arc de Triomphe and 

Versailles among about 60 locations 2,4 or 6 consecutive days 

priced from 48-74 Euro.  Skip the line benefit!  Info here: 

http://en.parismuseumpass.com/ 

Hire a Tuk Tuk – This is a really fun way to see the city.  We 

have done this with just the 2 of us as well as with our family.  

Found outside many tourist sites, we found our at the bridge in 

front of the Eiffel Tower.  Prices vary – confirm your price 

BEFORE getting in, make a note on your phone and show it to 

the driver for confirmation.  Don’t be afraid to haggle a bit.   

IDEAS OUTSIDE OF CENTRAL PARIS: 



The city center area will keep you very busy but, if you have the 

time, plan to visit a few spots outside Paris.  These are all easy 

day trips from Paris and can be reached by metro or train. 

Palace of Versailles – THE grandest of Palaces built by King 

Louis IV in the 17th century.  Plan on spending a full day here – 

it is closed on Mondays.  Reached by Metro and Train – about 

40 minutes travel time.  http://en.chateauversailles.fr/  For a 

unique experience, visit the Palace on horseback – you can find 

information here: https://www.uniquetoursfactory.com/private-

tours/en/tour/paris-versailles-horseback-excursion-experienced-

riders. 

Monet’s Studio and Giverny – About an hour travel from 

Central Paris – take a train from Gare St Lazare to Vernon.  

Shuttle buses to Giverny leave 15 minutes after each train arrival.  

You can also rent a bike at the Vernon Station – about 7-8 km. 

Fontainebleau Chateau – You can visit one of the Grand 

Chateaus without going to the Loire Valley.  Construction began 

in the 1200’s and succeeding Kings added to the original palace. 

It was occupied by Marie Antoinette.  This palace is about 1 

hour from Paris – take a train from Gare de Lyon to Montereau 

(don’t make the mistake of buying the ticket to Montereau 

Switzerland which leaves from the same station)  You can take 

the bus or a taxi from the station to the Chateau.  Trains leave to 

/ from Paris every hour and sometimes twice an hour.  Be sure 

to confirm timing.  



https://www.chateaudefontainebleau.fr/spip.php?page=sommai

r&lang=en. 

ROSANNA’S TIPS: 

When visiting the Louvre, there is a side entrance that has a 

much smaller (very often…NO line!) line than at the famous 

“Pyramid” entrance.  You can find it at the Gallerie du Carrousel 

(direct access from the Metro) and the Passage Richelieu. 

Unless you are fond of massive crowds or you have FOMO, 

skip the Mona Lisa.  The crowds are enormous and the painting 

itself is quite small…there is absolutely NO way to get close 

enough to actually appreciate it in detail.  Unless, of course, you 

have a private tour! 

Realize that the rooms in the majority of Paris hotels are very 

small.  You may need to leave the room in order to change your 

mindJ JK!  Ask to see your room first prior to having your bags 

taken up.  This a pretty standard bit of business in Europe…you 

will not offend your hotel host.   

If you are traveling with kiddos or grandkids (or, in my case, The 

Good Doctor …kid at heart), plan on visiting one of the many 

carousels near the gardens.  Missy K practically owned her horse 

on the local carousel!   We had to pry her off. 

At the end of your evening (or all day long) visit one of the ice 

cream shops on the Isle St Louis (close to Notre Dame).  Our 

two (2) favorites are Berthillon and Amorino.  Once you have a 

cone in hand, you can wander until found in this magical area. 



Traveling with a large group or family, consider renting a Paris 

apartment.  This company – https://www.guestapartment.com/ 

rents luxury apartments, specializing in the Ile de la Cite and Isle 

Saint Louis.  Prices will be less than for 2 or 3 hotel rooms.  Be 

sure to ask about basics when renting.  Elevators, bathroom 

accessories, wi-fi, robes, etc. 

The Eiffel Tower lights up each night from sunset to 1 am.  

During this time for 5 minutes every hour, the lights sparkle and 

dance.  The best view points are across the Seine at Trocadero 

and from one of the Seine boats.  It is stunning and best viewed 

with a glass of icy Champagne in hand.  Just a personal thing. 

Stop at one of the many boats parked along the Left Bank for an 

evening aperitif – the view is spectacular. 

Visit some of the most popular sights first thing when they open 

or near the end of the day.  We visit Musee d’Orsay (our favorite 

museum) a couple of hours before closing and rarely have a line. 

Spend more than 2 or 3 days in Paris and get out of the city to 

see some of the other sights.  My recommendation is to take 5 – 

7 days and add a trip to Normandy beach and Mont St. Michelle.  

Both are easily reached by train from Paris. 

Learn a few basic French words – hello, please and thank you 

(bonjour, merci and sil vous plait.  Just the effort at their 

language does a great deal toward erasing our “ugly American” 

label.  I know that most hear the French do not care for our 



culture.  I have always found them to be friendly and very 

helpful. 

When entering a small shop always say Bonjour (or Bonsoir in 

the evening). 

Yes, French waiters have the reputation of being cold or rude 

and that is some of the charm of sidewalk cafes.  I’ve always 

found that a smile and “thank you” take the chill right off of 

these professionals. 

Be sure to visit the local Pharmacy for cosmetic goodies we 

cannot get in the US.  The European pharmacies are very 

different from our drug stores, many of the people in the French 

Pharmacy have dermatology training or skin care expertise.  

And, you can get some fabulous deals on lines like Caudelie. 

The French also have the art of skin care mastered.  Try to get a 

facial or treatment while in the city.   

I’m sure this goes without saying ….be sure to have some 

Rothys or other comfy walking shoes.  Lots of Paris streets are 

made of cobblestone and make teetering on heels challenging.  I 

truly think the very best way to see Paris is on foot.  Think of the 

calorie-burn! 

Always have a bit of change with you when walking.  I learned 

the hard way the many of the restaurants have “pay” bathrooms.  

I lucked out and had an American student in front of me willing 

to hold the door.  But, it could have been a disaster.  Normally, a 

Euro or so in change does the trick. 



Above all ENJOY the experience ….Bon Voyage! 

Wander until Found, 

Rosanna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


